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Forest productivity at any point in time is controlled by leaf-level photosynthetic rates and 
the light environment within the canopy

So, we wish to detect:
Variations in leaf biochemistry associated with photosynthetic capacity and 

photoprotection that affect leaf spectral reflectance
Variations in the canopy light environment that are determined by illumination 

conditions (e.g. solar angles) and the 3D structure of the canopy  

The goal of the SAFE (Structure and Function of Ecosystems) project is to merge canopy 
structural information from photogrammetry using stereo pairs of high spatial 
resolution imagery or lidar with information from imaging spectrometers, such as DESIS, 
to improve descriptions and predictions of forest productivity and generalize this 
approach across multiple years, seasons, and different types of forests. 

We are early in the SAFE project and will be focusing on the spectral reflectance part of 
SAFE in this presentation.

Introduction



Map from Google Earth
Photos from Phenocam Network

NEON Wind River Experimental Forest 
(WREF)
Evergreen (Douglas fir) forest
45.8205°N, -121.9519°E
8 DESIS images

NEON University of Notre Dame 
Environmental Research Center (UNDE)
Deciduous and mixed forests
46.2339 °N, -89.5373 °E
6 DESIS images

Harvard Forest (US-Ha1)
Deciduous broadleaf forest
42.5378 °N, -72.1715 °E
6 DESIS images

Study Sites



Measuring Ecosystem CO2 Exchange

All the study sites measured the 
movement, or flux, of CO2 between 
the ecosystem and the 
atmosphere

Using eddy covariance methods
• These “flux towers” provide half-

hourly fluxes
• Only measure area around 

tower

The towers measure Net Ecosystem Production (NEP) which can be 
decomposed into Ecosystem Respiration (Reco) and Gross Primary 
Production (GPP) 

We will focus of GPP which describes the movement of CO2 from the 
atmosphere into the ecosystem as plants take up CO2 in photosynthesis



Flux and Reflectance Data
Midday average (10:00 to 14:00 local time) Gross Primary Productivity and timing of DESIS acquisitions 

DESIS Reflectances – average of 10 to 25 pixels around tower site

Wind River Notre Dame Env. Res. Cntr. Harvard Forest

Wind River Notre Dame Env. Res. Cntr. Harvard Forest



G = ε fAPAR Qin = ε APAR
G is gross primary production (GPP)
Qin is the incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 
fAPAR is the fraction of PAR absorbed by green vegetation – a function of canopy structure 

and solar illumination - often determined from vegetation indices
APAR is the PAR absorbed by vegetation or fAPAR Qin, 
ε is the light use efficiency (LUE)

Light Use Efficiency (LUE) Model

The Light Use Efficiency Model relates absorbed photosynthetically active radiation with 
primary production

LUE variables can be estimated using remotely sensed observations



Blue points - Notre Dame Env. Res. Cntr.; Green points - Harvard Forest; 
Black points - Wind River; Open points - Wind River with snow 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)

NDVI is the most commonly used
multispectral vegetation index

NDVI = (RNIR – Rred)/(RNIR + Rred)

Can be related to fPAR in the LUE 
Model

Provides no information on 
variation in summertime GPP 
for the deciduous forests



Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI)

Blue points - Notre Dame Env. Res. Cntr.; Green points - Harvard Forest

PRI is sensitive to photoprotective 
pigment content in leaves 
(xanthophyll pigments and 
chlorophyll:carotinoid ratios)

PRI = (R531 – R570)/(R531 + R570)

PRI can be related to the efficiency 
term (ε) in the LUE Model 

- Here we calculate ε = GPP/PARin



Spectral Derivatives
Light absorption by foliar pigments affects the curvature of reflectance spectra

Spectral derivatives highlight these changes
Derivatives also dampen effects of brightness differences and background soil reflectance 



Blue points - Notre Dame Env. Res. Cntr.; Green points - Harvard Forest; Black points - Wind River; Open points - Wind River with snow 

Spectral Derivatives
Spectral derivatives at key wavelengths are highly correlated with GPP across sites

1st Derivative at 558 nm
On the slope of the green peak

1st Derivative at 734 nm
On the slope of the red edge

Maximum 1st Derivative
in the red edge



Partial Least Squares Regression

Blue points - Notre Dame Env. Res. Cntr.; Green points - Harvard Forest; 
Black points - Wind River; Open points - Wind River with snow 

PLSR was developed for cases with few samples and many predictor variables
It makes use of information from all the spectral bands



Conclusions

Observable changes in spectral reflectance can successfully be related to GPP
We have identified multiple promising spectral approaches

- Spectral Vegetation Indices, spectral shape descriptions (derivatives), and 
statistical approaches (PLSR)

- These approaches were able to work through the growing season, over 
multiple years, and across sites

Plan to use more DESIS imagery to extend this analysis – longer time periods, more 
and more varied sites

- Add in information on canopy structure and illumination conditions to improve 
retrievals and develop a better understanding of the drivers of reflectance 
change and how they relate to plant function
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